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Google Workspace - A secured place for innovative
collaboration

 

The company was looking for a secured & innovative approach for
communication and collaboration among the business users. HCINPL
chose Webveer Automation and Service Pvt Ltd as the implementation
partner for implementing Google Workspace.

The challenge
The legacy system for communication was posing lots of problems like
delay in the mail receipts, challenges in remote meetings among the
scattered business teams, real time editing and sharing of the
documents, and effective data storage in a centralized platform.
Without these the user community was stranded without access to the
business documents and unable to collaborate efficiently.

The solution
Webveer migrated HCINPL users profiles in a well planned and
phased manner to the Google Workspace ensuring no downtime. The
phases were implemented with a robustly designed Change
Management program. Real-time scenarios were tested to ensure that
the organization's objectives are met. The users were trained in the
various Google Workspace products to overcome the day to day
challenges.

The results
The credibility of HCINPL increased with the adoption of Google
Workspace's domain-branded email. Google Vault solved the long
term data storage issue. Productivity tools such as Google Docs,
Sheet, Slides and Google Meet have helped teams to collaborate in
real-time with 24/7 accessibility, boosting the team's overall
productivity with seamless interoperability in a very secured
environment.

HCINPL found it easier to communicate and work
more efficiently as a team in a more secured
environment. Google Workspace products had a
tremendous positive impact in our collaboration and
communication processes making them more
seamless, easy and flexible. Google Docs, Sheets,
Slides and Google Meet have helped us reducing

 significant time in our decision making process.
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